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It is our intention to describe the Fredholm properties of the operators 
of a certain C*-algebra of singular integral operators over R, and of 
differential operators “within reach” of this algebra. The aim will be 
at operators with periodic kernels, as well as differential operators with 
periodic coefficients. While the first task may tie in with results discussed in 
detail (and obtained by different methods) in the monograph by Gohberg 
and Krupnik (cf. [GK, Chap. 1 l]), even for operators with almost periodic 
coefficients (cf. also [Sail), the second may be of interest, since it relates to 
the well-known spectral behavior of Sturm-Liouville operators with 
periodic coefficients. In fact, for operators of the form of the Mathieu or 
Hill operator we obtain the band structure of the spectrum in a manner 
quite unrelated to Floquet theory or Sturm oscillation criteria, and our 
(necessary and sufficient) characterization of the spectrum extends to 
arbitrary, not necessarily self-adjoint operators of order N> 2, and to 
certain nonperiodic coefficients as well. 
For the well-known classical example of Gohberg [Gb,] it is known 
that Fredholm index and the Fredholm property of an operator A is gover- 
ned by its “symbol” oA, a complex-valued function over a compact space 
Ml. A is Fredholm if and only if its symbol never vanishes, and its 
Fredholm index is given by a homomorphism defined for the group of 
homotopy classes of nonvanishing symbols. 
This property appeared first in weaker form for singular integral 
operators over the circle in F. Noether’s paper [Nt i] on the two-dimen- 
sional oblique derivative problem. In Gohberg’s case, as well as for a 
variety of other one-dimensional as well as multi-dimensional examples (cf. 
[Gb,, CI, Hi, Se,]), this was seen to be a consequence of the fact, that the 
algebra .& is a C*-subalgebra of P’(s), X = L’(R), with compact com- 
mutators: The algebra &‘/.X(X), with the ideal X of compact operators 
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of 2, then is a commutative C*-algebra, and the symbol (TV of A E& is 
just the function assigned to A by the Gel’fand map. 
In the cases studied the compact-commutator property essentially depen- 
ded on (i) continuity of the coefhcients and (ii), depending on the type of 
convolution operators permitted, either existence of a limit of the coef- 
ficients at infinity or at least vanishing of the oscillation of the coefficients 
at *co. 
Meanwhile, the results presented in [GK, cf. the references given there] 
give Fredholm criteria under much more general conditions, allowing 
finitely many discontinuities of jump type, as well as of “almost periodic 
character,” as finite points as well as at &co. 
In fact, the properties of corresponding Banach algebras on Lp(R) and 
C*-algebras on L* also were examined by Duduchava [Du,] and Power 
[P,], at least for the case of piecewise continuous kernels (i.e., jump dis- 
continuities only). While compactness of commutators is lost, it turns out 
that precise and useful information on the algebra d/g = d” still can be 
obtained. This algebra now is an infinite direct sum of well-described not 
necessarily commutative algebras with index set Ml. Correspondingly one 
obtains Fredholm criteria; the symbol no longer is complex-valued, but 
takes values in a well-described algebra, possibly different at different 
points of Ml. It must be invertible on all of m/o to obtain a Fredholm 
operator. 
In the present paper we focus on the C*-subalgebra d of 8(X’) 
generated by multiplication and convolution operators, as follows: 
(i) multiplication by functions in CS = CS( W) = {class of 
continuous functions on R’ with (possibly different) limits at f co }; 
(ii) multiplication by eikX, k E Z; 
(iii) the formal Fourier multipliers b(D) = F-lb(x) F, where b E CS, 
and where F denotes the Fourier transform. 
The general element of d is of the form 
A = a(x) + b(x) S + E, s= 4,(1-a;)-“*, (0.1) 
with functions a, b E d#, the C*-algebra generated by the first two kinds 
(i), (ii) of generators, and with EE 8, the commutator ideal of &, as shall 
be seen. Compared to [Sa, ] the type of operator (0.1) is more special, 
since it requires periodicity, rather than almost periodicity, but more 
general, due to the presence of the term E (which needs not be compact). 
It turns out that the algebra d has a 2-link ideal chain 
(O-2) 
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where X = X(&) is the ideal of compact operators in Y(X), and d is the 
commutator ideal of .&. Moreover, both d/b and b/X’ are algebras of 
continuous functions, with a compact “symbol space” M of d/b and 
another compact symbol space of g/X, where the latter type of symbol 
assumes compact operators as values, similarly as studied in [C, , C,, CPo, 
Chl. 
Moreover, as in [CPo, CDg] the second symbol, called y-symbol, 
extends to a homomorphism of the entire algebra d again, taking values in 
the algebra of singular integral operators over the circle. 
Accordingly, our algebra d has two symbols, one called (TV, defined 
over a certain compactification Ml of the disjoint union R u R, the other 
one, yA, defined over a disjoint union S’u S’ = E situated “over the 
boundary of R,” i.e., a circle over + co and -co each. While eA is 
complex-valued, the other symbol yA is singular-integral-operator-valued, 
The two symbols are not independent; we get cA = 0 at infinity whenever 
ya = 0. We have 
ker 0 = 6, ker Y = Aa,, (ker a) n (ker y) = X, (0.3) 
with the minimal algebra Jo of A E& having cA = 0 over x = + co. An 
operator A E& is Fredholm if and only if both symbols eA and yA are 
invertible at each point of MI and IE, resp. (cf. Theorem 3.5). 
The typical operator of the commutator ideal 6 has the character of a 
(Fourier transformed) difference operator (Toeplitz-operator) (cf. 
Proposition 1.2) at f cc each. The convolution S, of course, is a Cauchy- 
type singular integral operator with kernel decaying exponentially at 
infinity, explicitly derived from the Bessel potential, i.e., involving a 
modified Hankel function. 
A general index formula for Fredholm operators of the form (0.1) should 
not only reflect winding numbers derived from the coefficients a, b of (0.1 ), 
as in [Nt 1, GK, etc.], but also the spectral behavior of the operator-valued 
yA. Clearly d contains Y of [CHe,, Theorem 361 for which the index is 
given by the winding number of the symbol on JZ (cf. [P,]) (Note that &Z 
is the boundary of the “square” ((x, t): IxI,I~I < co}.) On the other hand, 
y assumes values in the algebra of singular integral operators over the circle 
which in turn has a a-symbol of its own, here called K, for a moment. 
Clearly y(x) can be invertible only if ind y = 0 for all x, which translates 
into a condition for the winding numbers of rc(y(x)). This may be trans- 
lated into a vanishing of the almost periodic index of [GK] for 
(a + b)/(a - b) at the singular points + co. A general index formula for d 
should be incorporating the y-symbol of E. We will not discuss a 
generalized index formula, but expect it to contain a “spectral invariant” 
similar to the “eta-function” occurring in the result of Atiyah, Patodi, and 
Singer CAPS], in the case of a noncompact space with cylindrical ends. 
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On the other hand, in Section 4 we obtain a result for ordinary differen- 
tial operators with coefficients in the algebra d’. To such an operator L 
we can attribute a “symbol” yr. on either end of the space Iw, where yLf is a 
(family of) differential operators on the circle. The (unique) realization of L 
defined in &, where N is the order of L, and %N the Sobolev space, is 
Fredholm if and only if (i) L is elliptic and (ii) the (unique realization of 
the) y-symbol with domain zN(S1) is invertible (Theorem 4.3). This result 
follows simply by “comparison,” i.e., by application of Theorem 3.5 to the 
operator A = L( 1 - 82)-““, contained in our d, using the method of 
Calderon and Zygmund [Cal, systematically explored in CC,]. 
For second-order Sturn-Liouville operators with periodic coefficients 
this tits with the old and well-known results regarding band spectra of 
molecules (cf. [CdL,, RS5, Ti,] for a general list of references). 
1. THE ALGEBRA d AND ITS COMMUTATOR IDEAL 
Let us first ask for the maximal ideal space &!A* of the self-adjoint 
function algebra d # defined above. Clearly AA+ contains [w as a dense 
subset, as is true for every self-adjoint subalgebra of CB(IW). It is easy to see 
that, given 13 E R, the limits lim, _ , f(e + 27rk) =fi exist for every f~ d #, 
and that fe’,zj, =f g, so that f$ is a pair of functions on R/2712 = S’. 
Again we get f ’ E C( S’ ). We claim that 
J&X=RVS’US~, (1.1) 
with two disjoint copies Sk of S’, and note that “1” holds because 
f+f(xL f+f, 7 f-+ftt 3 f or f3 iven XE [w, YES, defines three types of 
multiplicative linear functionals, corresponding to the maximal ideals in the 
three sets. 
To show that we also get “c” notice first that the relative topology of M 
on the subsets Sk coincides with the Euclidean topology of the circles, 
since fed # induces the (Euclidean) continuous periodic function f * on 
Sk, Moreover, a function f~ d # which is #O on Sk does not vanish on 
rW\ [ -N, N], for sufficiently large N: We have f(0 f 2k7r) -f$ + 0, 
x + fco, uniformly in 8, so that a zero of f$ results if f is not bounded 
away from zero for large 1x1. For ~~~~Y~~\(lWuS!uS:)andz=xorein 
Iw or Sk there exists f, E m with f,(z) # 0, since m differs from the maximal 
ideal z. One may cover the set II%! u S+ u SY by the supports of finitely 
many of such f, and then get 4 = C 1 fz,12 E m while 4-l exist, i.e., a 
contradiction, proving ( 1.1). 
If we give this set &As the weak topology of the function set d#, we 
obtain .HAx as a compactification of R with one circle of infinite points 
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over each end + co. We may obtain a precise description of a 
neighborhood basis at each infinite point by using the set of generators 
{s(x), e”“, 1 }. We have proven: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The maximal ideal space &A# of dx is a compac- 
tification of R given by (1.1 ), where the value of the extension off to St, is 
f *, as defined above. 
Let us start from the following definition of d (which will be seen to 
coincide with the description given in Section 0): d is defined as the smallest 
C*-subalgebra of Y(9), containing 
a(x), b(D), eix, a, bECS(R), (1.2) 
where as usual b(D) = F-‘b(x)F, with the multiplication operator a(x) and 
the Fourier transform Fu(<) = (2~)~“~ JR eeii5 u(x) dx. Also let do denote 
the algebra finitely generated by the operators (1.2). 
First we seek a description of the commutator-ideal 8 of d, defined as the 
smallest closed two-sided ideal of d containing all commutators of elements 
of&d. 
It is well known that the algebra d contains the ideal X(2) = 3” of all 
compact operators (cf [C,, V, Lemma 1.11, for example). Also well known 
(or trivial) is [a(x), e”] =O, [a(x), b(D)] EX([C,]). Denoting by Tj the 
translation operator u(x) -+ u(x +j) we have 
Ce”x, a(D)] = F-‘[ T-, a(x)] F=V-, a(D) eiix, aECS(R), (1.3) 
where VPja(s) = a(s -j) - a(s). 
It follows then that any A E do is of the form 
A= 2 aj(x)bj(D)eVx+K, a,, bjECS(R”), KEX. (1.4) 
j= -,N 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let x* E C?(R) be a pair of functions satisfying 
O<X+<~,X++X-=l,~+(x)=lfor +x>l,andlet9’denotethespace 
of all EE do of the form E = Xi”= -,, ai eijx, where aj E CO(R) (i.e. 
a 6 CS, and a(x) + 0, as 1x1 + a), and N > 0 is an integer. Then the com- 
mutator ideal 8 of JX? is the closure in U(X) (under operator norm) of the 
set of all operators of the form 
E=x+(x) E, +X-(X) E- +K, where E, E so, KE X(X). (1.5) 
Proof: Using (1.3) we find that the commutator of two operators in do 
has the form 
fl: a;(x)b;(D)+K, a,- E CS, bj: E CO, K E W, (1.6) 
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where we may write 
~;(X)=a,~(+co)~+(x)+a”j(-OO)~-(x)+ai*(x), Ui”EC0. (1.7) 
We have u,?(x) bj-(D)eX(Z’) cB (cf. [C,, III, 3; V, Lemma 1.11, for 
example). Therefore the commutators of s&’ are contained in the closure of 
the set b” of all elements (1.5). It is easy to see that do is an ideal of A&“. 
Hence &?oc’OS is a two-sided ideal of S? containing the commutators of d, 
i.e., d c b” ‘lo’. 
To show that 6’~ 8 we note that V,a(D) E 8, j= 0, + 1, . . . . for any 
a E CO, as implied by (1.3). Then the Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies 
a(D) ~8 for arbitrary UE CO. Hence B” c 8, and Xc 8, again by 
[C,, v, 1.1.11. Q.E.D. 
The quotient algebra SZZ’” =&‘/a obviously is a commutative C*- 
algebra, hence is *-isomorphic to C(M), the space of all continuous com- 
plex-valued functions on its maximal ideal space FM. We will give an 
explicit description of k.4 and the Gel’fand map 0 ” : &‘/S --) C( Ml). The first 
symbol (T mentioned above is the map 0: d -+ SZZ ” + C( Ml) induced by 0 
and the canonical projection. 
THEOREM 1.3. The symbol space MI of the algebra d is homeomorphic to 
a compact subset of the space AA + x [ - co, + 00 1. Using the homeo- 
morphism as an identlyication we have 
M=.&#x{-00, +co}. (1.8) 
The symbols of the generators are given by 
~,&, 0 = b(t), ~rr(x)(x, 5) = 4x1, 
aE&#,bECS,(x,~)EM, 
(1.9) 
where the functions a and b have been continuously extended to AAs and 
[ - co, + co 1, respectively. 
Proof The algebra d is generated by the two commutative C*- 
algebras J@‘, = (multiplication by a(x): a E &#} and ~4~ = (a(D): a E CS} 
whosemaximalidealspacesare~,=~~*of(l.l)andM,=[-oo, +co], 
respectively. We use the argument of Herman’s lemma (cf. CC,, IV, 21) as 
follows. Let rro : Ml -+ A,+ and 7c * : &A + [ - co, + co] denote the associate 
dual maps of the homomorphisms &, --, ~4 + &8/6 and &* + JZ? + d/b, 
composed from the injections and projections. Then the Cartesian product 
map u:Ml+JZA~x[-co, +co], defined as u=rroxzx, o(m)=(7ro(m), 
rc#(m)), gives a continuous map onto a compact subset of the space at 
right. This map must be l-l, hence a homeomorphism, because 
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rrO(m)=rrO(m’) and rc#(m) = x#(M’), for m, WZ’E M implies that the 
homomorphisms h ,,,: d -+ C and h,,: d + @ corresponding to wz and WZ’ 
coincide on &‘, and zZ1, hence on d. Then h, = h,. implies wz = WA’. 
Now Ml must contain the set R x ( -co, + cc }, identified as the wave 
front space (cf. [C,, VII, Theorem 1.51). The map rrO is identical with I of 
the proof of VI, theorem 2.2 over interior points of L? = 88. The cosphere at 
each x0 E IR contains exactly two points which must agree with the two 
points of rr;‘(x,). Since Ml is closed, it must contain the closure of VW, i.e., 
the space (1.8). On the other hand, Ml cannot contain any (x,, <,-,) in the 
product set having I& finite. Indeed, let 4 E CO(R) be such that 4(&J # 0. 
Then b(D) E b, and also E ZZ’~. Using the associate dual map one finds that 
the symbol of A =$(D) assumes the value cA #4(&J #O at m = (x,,, to). 
On the other hand, (TV = 0 since A E 6, a contradiction. This shows that M 
coincides with the set (1.8). Then formula (1.9) is a consequence of the fact 
that o,(m) = 4no(m)), a E 4, and o,&m) = ti(n#(m)), 4(D) E 4, by 
virtue of the properties of the associate dual map. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.4. The algebra d consists precisely of all operators of the 
form (0.1). 
Proof. It is clear that every A of the form (0.1) is in d. Vice versa, for 
A E d with symbol gA and cA* = rrA ( (Jld,# x { 5- cc }), the operator 
E=A-1/2a,+(l+S)-1/20,-(1-S) has symbol 0 by (1.9), hence is in 
b, so that A may be written in the form (0.4). Q.E.D. 
2. THE SYMBOL y ON THE IDEAL I 
Next we examine the quotient &‘/X(H)). In that respect it will be 
useful to look at the C*-subalgebra 9 of d obtained by closing 9’ of 
Proposition 1.2. For a generator of 9, i.e., 
N 
E= c aj(D)evxE8, ajECO(R), N=O, 1,2, . ..) (2.1) 
j= -N 
the equation (1 + E) u =f is equivalent to the linear 2iVth order finite 
differences equation (for the inverse Fourier transforms u ” and f ” ) 
u”(x)+ f aj(-x)u”(x+j)=f”(x), XER. (2.2) 
j= -N 
Here (2.2) relates only the values of the vectors 
u"~("j)~(uv(x~~))j=O,~l,...~ f"=(r;.)=(fv(x-i))j=O,fI,...~ (2.3) 
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for each fixed x, 0 Q x < 1. In fact, for each such x we get an infinite system 
of equations 
n+N 
uj+ C ajk%=fj, j= 0, f 1, . . . . with ajk = ajpk(j- x). (2.4) 
k=j-N 
Note that the infinite matrix A = ((ajk))j, k=O. f ,, ,.,, where we set ajk = 0, 
when lj-- kl > N, defines a compact operator on the Hilbert space 
1’ = L2(Z). (Such a matrix, with the property that all entries outside a finite 
number of diagonals vanish, is called a Toeplitz matrix.) The present 
Toeplitz matrix has the additional property that the elements in each 
diagonal have limit zero, as ljl -, co, since a,E CO(R). This implies com- 
pactness of A. (To prove this, observe that the matrix obtained from A by 
replacing all entries ajk, with ljl, Ikl <M, by 0, has norm <E, as M is 
large, by Schurs lemma [C,, I, 11. This means that A differs from an 
operator with finite rank by an arbitrarily small amount, in norm. Thus it 
must be compact.) It also is easy to see, using the uniform continuity of aj 
and Schur’s lemma, that A(x) is in fact continuous in operator norm. 
Notice that the vectors aa, f A of (1.3) vary with x, as x E R, and that we 
have the “periodicity condition” 
P(X + 1) = Y-1 P(x), f”(x+l)= Y-If”(X), (2.5) 
with the shift operator Y-, : I2 -P I2 defined by Y-,(ui) = (u,-,). Corre- 
spondingly we have 
A(x+ l)= Y-IA(X) Y,, XER. (2.6) 
In order to convert (2.5) and (2.6) into true periodicity one may introduce 
a unitary deformation Y,, 0 < t 6 1, of the shift matrix Y, into the identity 
operator. Note that Y, is a unitary operator of 12. For example, one may 
define 
(2.7) 
with the entire analytic function u(r) = ein’sin XT/XT, t #O, o(O) = 1. It 
follows easily that Y,,,u” = (u. ,+,,,), so that indeed Y,,, shifts the components 
of U’ = (uj) by m units. Moreover we get Y,, ~ = Y, Y, , as t, r E R (i.e., Y, is 
a l-parameter group). Also Y, is a P-function in norm convergence (and 
unitary). All this follows from the fact that Y,, in essence, may be obtained 
as the conjugation by the Fourier transform of Z of the family of mul- 
tiplications (of a function in L2([0, 11)) by e-2nire. The Fourier transform 
Fd of Z is defined for U’ = (u~)~,~_+ ,,.. EI2 by 
u“ = (u,) -+ F,u(B) = f’ uj e2”u8, 8E [O, 11. 
j= --a, 
(2.8) 
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Introducing u”(x) = Y-xUA(x), f”(x) = Y-xgn(X), AA(x) = 
Y,A(x) Y-,, we find that (2.5) and (2.6) become 
u”(x+ l)=uA(x), g”(x + 1) = gA(x), AA(x+ 1)=/t*(X). (2.9) 
In other words, u*(x) and g”(x) now may be regarded as functions on S’, 
the one-dimensional circle obtained by identifying the endpoints of the unit 
interval [0, 11. In fact we get u*, ga EL*(S’, Z*), and, moreover, using the 
Y, : E* + 1* is unitary, 
I1412=jR lWl’d~=i;, dt ll~Al12. (2.10) 
Thus we have proven: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The map u + U* + u * defines a unitary map 
Z: 2 -+ Y? ‘, with X = L*(R), 2 a = L*(S’, l*). Moreover, for any E E &’ of 
the form (2.1) the operator Ea =ZEZ-’ EY(%“) is a “multiplication 
operator” 
(EAuA)(t)=An(t)uA(t), ua(t)ExA, 
with a continuous function An(t) E C(S’, X(1*)). 
(2.11) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Conjugation with the operator Z- ‘: XA + A? takes 
the algebra 9 cd onto the class C(S’, X(e2)) of all multiplications of the 
form (2.11). 
Proof: Proposition 2.1 and the fact that the norm of the operator (2.11) 
coincides with the norm of the continuous function A’(t) E 3 = 
C(S’, X(e’)) imply that conjugation with Z-’ takes 9 onto a C*-sub- 
algebra of the “postliminal” (cf. [Dx, 10.4.53) algebra 9’. To apply the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem (cf. [Dx, 11.131) for such algebras we must 
show that Z9Z-’ separates the linear functionals of 3’ of the form 
AA(t) -+ (AA(t) 5, [), for fixed 5 E[*, 11<1\ = 1 (cf. [Tk, Theorem IV.4.141). 
This separation property follows easily from the two following properties of 
ZFZ-’ : (i) At each point t E 9” the algebra of all “values” of functions 
A”(t) obtained from 9 of the form (2.1) is dense in X(e*), since by a 
special choice of the functions ai it always can be arranged that only the 
coefficient u$, for a given fixed index pair j, k, is different from zero, while 
all other coefficients of the matrix AA(t), for the given t, vanish. (Note that 
conjugation by Y, does not change this since Y, is unitary.) Also, (ii) 9 is 
invariant under multiplication by b(D), with b E F’(R), b periodic with 
period 1. Such operation translates into a multiplication of A’(t) with the 
function b E C(S’). This proves the statement. 
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In order to obtain full control on the ideal 8 it now appears natural to 
investigate operators of the form Ba = Za(x) ZP’, where a E CS(R). These 
operators will only appear in the form B”Ea or EaBA, with an 
E* E ZFZ- ‘. Getting an explicit form for Ba implies that we can carry out 
all investigations on F by looking at 8” = Z&Z- ’ only. Moreover we need 
to consider only one special such a = a, with ao( + cc) = -ao( - co) = 1, 
since for a general a we then have 
b=a-cc-fla,ECO, with 
cr=(a(oo)+a(-co))/2, /?=(a(Oo)-a(-00))/2, 
hence ZaZ-‘=a+/?Za,Z-‘+ZbZ-‘, 
where ZbZ-’ Ea = ZbEZ-’ E X(X). (2.12) 
For aO(x)=x(l +x2)-l’*=S(x)ECS we have s(D)u=Su= 
Js-(;~-;)$Y! 4; S”*U = convolution (of UE #) with the kernel 
s 7c s 2s = Fp ‘s. As well known, s” decays exponentially with 
all derivatives, as 1x1 -+ co, and near 0 has an asymptotic expansion with 
leading term i/(nx). This follows from the well-known representation of s ” 
by a modified Hankel function. Or else, use [C,, II, Theorem 5.21, for 
somewhat weaker but sufficient properties. We get 
s(D) u(x) = i/7c p.u. J x( x-y)/(x-y)u(y)dy+o(D)u(x), o~C0. (2.13) 
with a cut-off function x E C,“(R), x = 1 near 0, supp x c { 1x1 d l/4). 
Improving our choice of a, let a = a,, = s - o, and consider 
!J’u”(x)=a(D)u”(x)=~~(x-y)u’(y)dy, w) = x(z)/z, (2.14) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For Y of (2.14) and YA = (ZF) Y(ZF)-’ we have 
Y’u”(x)=j~(x-y) Y,-,u”(y)dy, uA=(uj(x))~Cm(S1J2), (2.15) 
where Y,: 1* -+ I2 denotes the operator of (2.7), and where we interpret va and 
YAua as l-periodic functions, defined on R. 
Proof Given v’(x) = (vi(x)), where the vi are assumed defined over IR 
and periodic (1), let u=Z-‘C~. We then have U’(X)= (u”(x--j))= 
Y.-XuA(x). Or, using the periodicity of ok, 
u”(x-j)=xu(j-k-x)vk(x)=~u(-(x--j)-k)vk(x-j). (2.16) 
k k 
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We replace x-j by x and then apply the operator Y of (2.15), for 
s”(x)=~~v(x)= jdyC~(x-Y)U(-Y-k)Uk(Y). (2.17) 
k 
Finally, let ga = ( gj) = Zf: We get g”(x) = Y,(f ” (x -j)). Or, 
gj(x)=co(j- 1 +x)f”(x-1) 
+(x-y-l)u(j-1+x)u(-y-k)Uk(y). (2.18) 
Note that near each x, y only one term of the infinite series C1 can be #O, 
since supp $ t {(xl < l/4}, by construction of $, hence interchange of sum 
and integral in (2.18) is justified. Using once more the periodicity of uk we 
shift the integration variable, for 
g,(x)=jdy~(x-Y)Cu(j-l+x)o(l-k-Y)~,(Y). 
kl 
(2.19) 
Note that x1 u(j- 1 + x) u( 1 - k-y) is the (j, /)-matrix element of the 
product Y, Y-, = Y, Py, using the properties of Y, of (2.7). Thus, 
gj(x)=j~Y~(X-Y)~u(j-k+X-Y)Uk(Y), 
k 
(2.20) 
where the integral extends over R, but may be extended from y = x - l/2 to 
y = x + l/2 on1 y , d ue to the properties of supp $. Q.E.D. 
It is convenient to introduce the periodic matrix kernel 
YA(z) = vvz) y,, as 121 < l/2, periodic (1) elsewhere. (2.21) 
Then (2.15) assumes the form 
Y”u”(x) = J-$ YA(x -y) uA( y) a-y. (2.22) 
Moreover, using that the group Y, is not only continuous but even P(R), 
in norm convergence, and that Y, = 1, we conclude that 
Y’“(z) - ncot nz = O(z) E C(S’, 9(P)). (2.23) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For every EA E 9’ we have 
YaEa - nHaE” E X-(A?~), (2.24) 
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where 
HA u(x)= Is, cot e-Y) U(Y) dY (2.25) 
denotes the Hilbert transform of S’. 
Indeed, an operator Ea is a multiplication by a compact operator valued 
function E’(x) E C(S’, X(e*)), by Proposition 2.1. Thus the left hand side of 
(2.24) is an integral operator with the norm continuous kernel taking values 
in X(.8*). Such an operator must be in X(X’). 
COROLLARY 2.5. We have 
Zs(x) EZ-’ - iHaEa E X(X*). (2.26) 
Proof. This follows from (2.24), (2.13), and from the fact that 
o(x) EE X(X) for E of the form (2.1). 
At this point it will be useful to recall the topological tensor structure of 
the Hilbert space 2’ = L*(S’, L’*). Defining A = L*(S) we find that 
i%fa = A @ t*, (2.27) 
with the topological tensor product of the two Hilbert spaces, as defined in 
[C,, V, 83 (or [BC,]). On S’ we introduce the C*-algebra 99 of 
singular integral operators, generated by the multiplications by smooth 
functions and the operator DA *, D = -id/dx, n * = (1 + D2)-1’2. Note that 
99 has compact commutators and its symbol space is the cosphere 
bundle of S’, i.e., two disjoint copies of S’. This fact is well known (cf., for 
example, [C,, IV, 23). Note that DA’ differs from the Hilbert transform 
Ha only by a compact operator in X(A), since both singular integral 
operators have the same singularity in their kernel, as shall be seen. Thus 
YY also may be generated by HA instead of S/l”, for a more standard 
definition. 
THEOREM 2.6. The C*-subalgebra 8” = Z&Z-’ of 9(X”) coincides 
with the algebra 9’9, = 9’9’ 6 X(/*). Moreover, the quotient 
8*/X(%*), and hence also the quotient b/.X(X) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the function algebra C(M,,, X(e2)). This isometry is such 
that, for A = a(x) E, a E CS, E E 9, the symbol on M sL = S+ v S\ is given 
by 
Y.&) = 4 + ~0) E’(x), XES:,E’=ZEZ-? (2.28) 
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ProoJ: For bounded a= (ak) = a(k) E C(H) we introduce the formal 
Fourier multiplier a(V) by setting (with Fd of (2.8)) 
a(V) = F,a(k) F;‘. 
Especially we get 
DAA = s”(V), sA(n) = 27m/( 1 + 47c*n*)i’? 
In particular Yg has the generators 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
m b(x), UECS(E),bEC”(S’), (2.31) 
with CS(Z) = {sequences with limit at _+ cc each}, and Ha E 9.9, since 
H” = -i sgn(V), sgn(n) = n/lnl, n # 0, sgn(0) = 0. 
Therefore Corollary 2.5 and our remarks of (2.12) imply 
(2.32) 
Zu(x) EZ-’ = (a + @HA) E” + K, KEX(X*), for all EEL’, (2.33) 
where LX, fl are the constants of (2.12). In particular the generators (1.5) of 
d have the Z-l-conjugates 
X, E’++Xp Eap+K, X, = l/2(1 + iHA), Ea * = ZE’Z-‘. (2.34) 
Notice that ME X(R) for bE CO(Z), and that X(X’) = S(A)@&, 
k = .X(e*) (cf. [BC,], for example). Thus (2.33) implies 
Zu(x) EZ-’ = a(V) Ea + K, KE X(X’), for all (I E CS( IR), (2.35) 
where a(r) really means b(r), for b = a 1 Z E CS(Z). (We denote the algebraic 
and the topological tensor product by @ and @,, resp. For (2.35) we were 
using that C(S’, n) = C(S’) 6 R.) 
Let ej be the unit vector of L* with j-th component = 1. Using 
Proposition 2.2 we then get all multiplication operators u(x) @ (ej)(e’) 
contained in ba, where j, I E Z and a E Coo(S’) are arbitrary. Then also 
Haa(x)@(e’)(e’)~~a, by Proposition 2.4. Since X(&‘A)c6a (cf. 
CC,, V, l]), it follows from (2.35) that also s(V) u(x) @ (ej)(e’) E ba, and 
hence b(V) u(x) 0 (ej) (e’) E 6”, for all generators (2.31). Thus 
A@(e’)(e’)E&’ for all AEYLf,j,lEZ. 
Thus, letting S& denote the set of all infinite matrices CE X(/‘) with 
components zero outside ljl, Ikl <N, we find that A @ KE&’ for all 
A~Y’odp, KS&,. In other words, Yz@XN~gA. In [C,,V, 81 (or 
[BC,]) it was shown that YYm =Y’dp@K(l’) is the closure of 
YY @ ( UXN). Since bA is closed we get b* 2 YYm, and equality follows 
since the opposite inclusion is trivial. 
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The map y’: (~~~O)/~(~a)_tC(m/IISL,R) given by A@K+ 
-X(X’) + cA( .) K, with the a-symbol oA of A in YLY was seen to be an 
onto-* -isometry (in [BC,]). We have (T,(,) = a(x), XE S\ , and - 
rrh(vJ = b( + cc), x E Sl, . Thus we have 
y”(a(V) EA)(X) = a( f co) E”(x), XES~,UECS(R), EAEC(S1,d). 
(2.36) 
Finally, define the symbol map y by 
d + S/X(Jf) -+ P/X(~“) -+ C(M,,, n), (2.37) 
with injection, conjugation by 2, and y ‘, in this order. Then Theorem 2.6 
follows. Particularly (2.28) is a consequence of (2.35). 
3. EXTENDING THE SYMBOL y: A FREDHOLM RESULT 
The C*-algebra d” = &/X(S) has the closed two-sided ideal 
d ” = &/X(X), which we proved to be *-isomorphic to C( MIS,, A). This 
means that there is a natural homomorphism from d ” into the algebra of 
bounded operators 5!‘( C( k.4 SM, R)), given by the left-regular epresentation. 
More explicitly, an A E& induces a map of Z(6”) by 
E” = E+ X(2) + AE + X(S). Conjugating this map with the surjective 
isometry 8” -+C(Ml,,,R) given by E+X(X)-+JJ&~-,, one obtains a 
bounded operator Y;+~E LY(C, M,,, A). 
Note that for A ~8 this operator is just the “(left-) multiplication” of 
4 E C(M,,, 4) by the function ya, since y is an algebra homomorphism. It 
is not hard to show that, even for 4 E C( MSL, Y(/*)), the operator 
Yb) + 4%) Y(M) of C(M,,, R) onto itself has its operator norm equal to 
the sup norm of 4. Accordingly we get an isometric imbedding 
C(Mm =we*)) --, -wcw,,, 4L (3.1) 
with the first considered as an algebra of left multiplication operators. It is 
clear that we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The map d + & ” + 9( C( MSL, R)) is Q continuous 
homomorphism which extends the symbol y of Section 2, so far only defined 
over d c d. 
We still will call this extension y, for the moment, but point out that a 
slightly modified y-symbol eventually will be found practical (cf: Section 4, 
below). Let us calculate yA for the generators (1.5) of d. Clearly ya, for a 
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generator of 8, is given by (2.28). The action of eVx on the generators of 8’ is 
given by 
e”“a(x) 1 aj(D) e@ = a(x) Caj- I(D - 1) eUX. (3.2) 
Since the family { Yr} commutes, we conclude that 
y&= -1, Y l=O, f 1, . ..) (3.3) 
i.e., the y-symbol of eilx is the multiplication by the constant function 
Y-,E cw,,, Z(t!‘)). Furthermore, it is evident that 
Y,(X) = 4 f a) for XES!+, (3.4) - 
Finally, for a generator b(D), b E CS( R), and A = a(x) E, E E 9’, we get 
b(D) E=a(x) c (baj)(D) eUX+ K, KEX(H). (3.5) 
Forming the &-y-symbols on either side, as explained earlier in Section 2, one 
finds the operator yb(p, given by the infinite matrix 
Y~(D)=Y~B(X) Y-,,B(X)=((b(j-x)~j~))j,,=~,l,.... (3.6) 
Note that the y-symbols of all the generators are in fact multiplications by 
functions in C( M sL, L?(e’)), so that im y is contained in the subalgebra 
WSL9 9’(/‘)) of “left-multiplication operators” of (3.1). In fact, as shall be 
exploited in Section 4, all “functions” of im y assume values in a subalgebra 
of 9(!‘), generated by certain multiplications x = (xj: j E Z) + 
y = (ajxj: je Z) (i.e., diagonal matrices) and convolutions of the group E. 
Moreover, the functions ya, for all generators, are constants mod A on S: , 
i.e., ya = yA(xO) + K(x, x0), KE I&, as is clear from above. Since clearly 
y: .& + C(Mlsr, Z(e’)) is a *-homomorphism we have proven. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The image of the symbol map y of Proposition 3.1 is a 
C*-subalgebra of C( Ml“, LZ(t?‘)). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The kernel ker y of y coincides with the algebra y. 
generated by 
{a(x), b(x) s(D), a, bE C;(W), s(x) = x(1 +x2)-“*}. (3.7) 
In other words, we have yA = 0 if and only if oA(x, r) =0 whenever x is 
infinite (i.e., x E Si , referring to (1.1)). 
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ProoJ: As a consequence of (3.4) the y-symbols of all the generators 
(3.7) vanish, thus J$ c ker y. The algebra f0 coincides with the minimal 
comparison algebra of the triple (R’, dx, 1 - d2/dx2}, as defined in 
[C,, V, 11. It then follows from CC,, VII, Lemma 1.21 that AE#& if and 
only if (TV = 0, rn~ (S\ u SF) x { -cc, w}. Proposition 3.3 will 
therefore be a consequence of the following: 
F'ROPOSITION 3.4. For A EJ&’ we have 
sup~la,(x,5)l:xES:uS’, 5 = km> d IIYA II =suP(IlY,4(*nNl: @HE MS,). 
(3.8) 
Proof: It suffices to prove (3.8) for an operator AE do in the dense 
subalgebra of Section 1. For A = C aj(x) b,(D) e@, aj, bjc CS(R), one 
computes 
Y,(~)=Y,Caj(+a,)Bj(X)Y~j .x9 qx) = ((bj(k - x) 6,l)). (3.9) 
As the right hand side of (3.9) is a l-periodic continuous function of x and 
Y, is unitary we get 
IJyA 11 =sup 
{II 
2 aj( + 00) Bj(x) Y_, : XE [0, 11, “+” or “-” 
I I 
, (3.10) 
with I2 operator norm at right. 
A calculation yields 
~IY~~I=~~~{~IA;II, IA: I), (3.11) 
with Z(2)-norms, at right, and A ; = x aj( 5 00) bj( -x) Tj, Tj of (1.3). 
This suggests looking at operators in p(X) of the general type (with 
a finite sum, extending from -N to +N, for example) 
C = C cl(x) T,., ci E CS( 5X). Given E > 0, t > 0, and 0 E R, let x0 be so that 
l~cj(~)e~el*-I~cj(x)e”/2<E, x2x0. (3.12) 
Define then d,,, E X as 
4,Jx) = eiex, xE[x,,xo+2N+t], = 0 otherwise, (3.13) 
and conclude that 
(CC),,~)(~) = (1 cj(x) ege) eisx, xE[Xo+N,Xo+N+t]. (3.14) 
505175/2-4 
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Accordingly, II C4,, II * B t( IX cj( Co ) eiis( * - E), and hence 
IlCll 2 (( ~cj(m)e”,2-E)1/(2N+t))-1’2. 
For t-+oO,.c-+O we get 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
It is evident now that 
llY,4llBSUP 
ii 
Caj(+cO)Pj(+CO)eue:~E(W, ++, +-, -+, or-- 
I 
. 
(3.17) 
Here the right hand side coincides with the left hand side of (3.8), by 
Theorem 2.1, completing the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Finally we can prove a result about the Fredholm property. 
THEOREM 3.5. An operator A E d is Fredholm if and only if 
(i) a,(m)#Ofor all MZEM and 
(ii) y,(m) is invertible for all rnc MsL. 
Proof: We use the fact that A E& is Fredholm if and only if its coset 
mod X(X) is invertible (in d or Y(X), which means the same). Let 
A EJZJ’ be Fredholm. Since X(X) c ker y = f10 and X(X) c ker 0 = d it 
follows that the Fredholm inverse B of A satisfies crAcB = 1 and 
yAye = yeyA = 1, so that (i) and (ii) hold. 
Conversely let (i) and (ii) be satisfied. Using the inverse-closed-property 
of C*-subalgebras we conclude that y;‘(nz)= y,(m), for some PEJZ?. 
Using Proposition 3.3 we conclude that ~,-~~(m) =O, whenever m E M 
satisfies 1x1 = cc. We can find Q E d such that a,(m) = l/a,(cm) - a,(m), 
m~Rvll, and then get Qekery, since cro=O at 1x1 =co. For B=P+Q we 
thus get 1 -ABE ker y n ker 0 =X, (cf. [C,, VII, Theorem 1.31) so that B 
is a right X(%)-inverse of A. Similarly one constructs a left X(.X)- 
inverse. Since A +X thus has both left and right inverses, it must be 
invertible, so that A is Fredholm. Q.E.D. 
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4. AN IMPROVED Y-SYMBOL: 
RELATION TO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
As mentioned in Section 3 we now will redefine the y-symbol, with the 
main intention of improving the relationship of our algebra to differential 
operators. This is done simply by conjugating (the value of) ya, A E @‘, 
with a unitary transform U: L*(P) --t e2, where U= U(x) will depend on 
XE MSL. Since U(x) is unitary, Theorem 3.5 will remain valid, if yA in con- 
dition (ii) is replaced by W’y, o= y-. 
First we conjugate yA(x) with the map Y,. More precisely, focusing on 
formulas (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), giving yA for the three types of generators 
of &‘, we reverse the earlier conjugation by YP,, x E R. This has the effect 
that the three functions no longer are defined on M,, = S!+ u S! , but 
rather on two copies of OX, called R’, the universal covering space of S’. 
Instead of being periodic functions of x E R, these functions will satisfy con- 
dition (2.6). Alternately, we have Y-, yA Y, E hom(E,), where E, denotes 
a certain infinite dimensional vector bundle of Hilbert spaces, all 
isomorphic to e2, but it may be more convenient to avoid these concepts 
here and deal with the “quasi-periodic” functions on R’ instead. 
After conjugating with Y, we next conjugate with Fz’, with the discrete 
Fourier transform Fd of (2.8). Note that the (modified) symbols (3.4), (3.6) 
are “multiplication operators” on Z, while (3.3) is a convolution (on the 
group Z again). 
Changing notation, from now on, we will denote Fd Y_, ya Y, Fi ’ by yA. 
Thus yA now is an algebra homomorphism d --, C(R+ u [w-, y(R)), 
Moreover, we observe that the values of (the new) y,,, are contained in the 
algebra 9’9 of singular integral operators on the circle, as discussed in 
Theorem 2.6. Indeed, Fd Y- I F; ’ is just the operator of multiplication 
by e2rri’o (on R=L2(S’)=L2([0, l])), while Fda(foo)F;‘=a(+co). 
Furthermore, for B(x) of (3.6) we can write 
F,B(x) F; ’ = b(V - x), (4.1) 
using (2.29). As b(j- x) = c1+ p sgn(j) + a,(j), U,E CO(Z), with ~r,p as in 
(2.12), we get then, for b E CS(R), 
ybcDj(x) = F,B(x) Fi’ = a + u/UP + K(x), KE -WA), (4.2) 
showing that indeed ybcD) E99. 
Since d is generated by a(x), e”“, and b(D) we have proven: 
THEOREM 4.1. The (redefined) y-symbol is an algebra homomorphism 
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d --) C( R! + u R -, YY), with its functions satisfying the perriodicity 
condition 
ya(x + 1) = e2Rie YA(x) e-*+‘, XER’, (4.4) 
with the multiplication operators e- +2nie independent of x. For the general 
A = a(x) + b(x) s(D) + E E d, where a, b E C(JG?~,), E E 8, we have 
YAX) = a+(O) + ib,(@ HA + K(x), K(X)Ex-(A),XERf, (4.5) 
with the restrictions a + , b f of a, b to the circles at f co of JliAx, and (using 
the discrete Fourier m&iplier of (2.29)) with 
K(x) = YE(x) + ib _+ (0) t(V), where t(j) = s(j - x) - sgn(j ). (4.6) 
In particular, the first two terms in (4.4) are independent of x, and, vice 
versa, for every a,, b+ E C(B’) and K(x)EX(R), XE IF!‘, such that T(x) of 
(4.6) is C(R + u !W, 92) and satisfies (4.4); 
T(x)=a,(O)+ib,(O)H”+K(x) 
is assumed by the symbol map y. 
(4.7) 
An operator A E d of the above form is Fredholm (in X = L’(R)) if and 
only if (i) la(x) f b(x)J >p > 0, for all x E R, and (ii) the operator-valued 
function yA, as defined by (4.5), is invertible for every x E R’. 
Note that minor details of Theorem 4.1 remain to be verified. However, 
these straightforward discussions are left to the reader. 
Theorem 4.1 promises to be useful for the discussion of differential 
operators on R with coefftcients in CA+. As in CC,] we are referring to the 
following realization Z of a differential expression 
L = 2 aj(x) Dj, D= -id/dx,ajEC,r. (4.8) 
j=O 
With LI = n(D), S = s(D), J(x) = (1 + x2)-“‘, s(x) = xl(x), define 
A=LAN= 2 aj(x)S’AN-jEd, 
j=O 
and then Z as (the unbounded operator of %) with 
(4.9) 
domZ=im AN, Zu=AA-NU, uEdom Z. (4.10) 
Clearly dom Z= im nN = XN coincides with the L* - Sobolev space of 
order N of the space R, and /i N: % + zN acts as an isomorphism between 
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Y? and &,. Therefore the realization 2 is Fredholm if and only if A is a 
Fredholm operator of T(S). 
It follows from the discussion before (4.1) that 
Y,4tX)= 2 uj+(e) bj(v-x), XER', 
j=O 
where bj(s) = si( 1 + s2) ~ N’2. 
Note that yap = (1 + (V - x)‘) ~ N’2 is an isomorphism between R and 
the Sobolev space XN(S1), for each fixed x. Indeed, under the discrete 
Fourier transform Fd the space ZN is isomorphic to the sequence space 
{f= (f;:j~Z): C 11;j2jZN <co} while yN goes into the multiplication 
operator fi + (1 + (j- ~)*))~‘*)f~. We thus write 
YAb) = L + (xl YnN(X), XER', (4.11) 
with 
L+(X)= f aj,(e)(V-X)‘E~(~)N(S’),~), 
(4.12) 
J=o 
and the above isomorphism YIN. Notice that V= -i/2x d/dx, hence 
Theorem 4.1, applied to A in (4.9) gives 
THEOREM 4.2. 2, with domain &,(R), is Fredholm if and only if 
(i) jaN( ap>O,x~R, and 
(ii) the two differential operators on Sl, with continuous coefficients, 
defined by 
L*(x)= f ai,(8)(-i/2nd,-x)‘, a,, (0) = !‘rnm a( 27rO f 27r,j), (4.13) 
j=O 
both have inverses in Y(A, XN(S1)) for all x E IR. 
We will define a o-symbol and a y-symbol for a differential expression L 
as above by setting (with L, of (4.13)) 
OL(X) = a,(x),x E Jlzas, YL(X)=L+(x),xE~*. (4.14) 
Then (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2 again assume the form of Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 4.2 contains as a special case the well-known band structure of 
the spectrum of operators with periodic coefficients, like the Mathieu 
operator L = -8: + E cos x, Condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 holds trivially. 
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For the Fredholm property of L ---, p E C, we thus have as a necessary 
and sufficient condition that the elliptic operator 
L,(x) = (i/2n 8, + x)’ + E cos 27~0 - p (4.15) 
on S’ is invertible for every XE R. Note that Lo(x) has a compact resolvent 
and a discrete spectrum. It is readily verified that L,(x)-’ E Y(A, S2) 
whenever it exists, i.e., whenever p is not an eigenvalue of L,(x). 
All eigenvalues of the self-adjoint L,(x) are real, thus (ii) holds for 
complex p. For real p we write K = i/2neznixeas e-2nixe, and 
L,(~) = e2nixe L,(O) e-2ni-re (4.16) 
for the differential expression of L,(x). However, the function e-27tiXB, 
0 6 8 6 1, is not periodic in 8 in general, hence has a jump at 0, considered 
over S’. Accordingly L,,(x), with periodic boundary conditions, will be 
transformed into L,(O) (i.e., the Mathieu expression L again, but now 
acting on B E [0, 1 ] ), under the boundary conditions 
u(0) = e2%( l), u’(O) = e2ni-‘u’( 1 ), (4.17) 
as a calculation shows. For x= 0 this gives the old conditions of 
periodicity. For x = l/2 we get the conditions of antiperiodicity 
o(0) = -o(l), u’(0) = -u’( 1). (4.18) 
For general x the eigenvalues depend continuously on x, as well known, 
and easily verified. Moreover, since L,(x) is self-adjoin& the eigenvalues are 
real. If o(O) is an eigenfunction for x, then it follows that V is an eigen- 
function for -x for the same eigenvalue, since it satisfies the same differen- 
tial equation under the boundary conditions for -x. We conclude that it is 
sufficient to determine the interval each eigenvalue covers while x moves 
between 0 and l/2, considering the periodicity of L,(x). 
One expects that each eigenvalue of L,(x) moves from some eigenvalue 
of the Mathieu operator under periodic boundary conditions (at x=0) to 
an eigenvalue under antiperiodic conditions, thereby covering an interval 
where L -p is not Fredholm. This is precisely the well-known result of the 
Floquet theory (cf. Coddington and Levinson [CdL, p. 218f and p. 257, 
Problem lo]). However, we leave the further confirmation of identity of 
our result with that of the Floquet theory in the special case of second- 
order equations with periodic coefficients to the reader, similarly, for Hills 
equation, i.e., a general periodic function instead of E cos x. 
Note added ~JI prooj After submitting this paper we found that a similar result, applicable 
even to the case of almost periodic coeflicients, and with additional finite difference operators, 
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was announced earlier by V. S. Rabinovic [Ra]. For a generalization of our theorem in a 
different direction, applying to algebras on a noncompact manifold Rx B (E a compact 
manifold) of cylindrical form see the thesis of the second author [Me]. 
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